
Sixth Letter from Africa, Part 2: Nile Rapids and Savanna 

Animals in Uganda 

 By 2 Wheels 2 Capes, "Moto piedzīvojumu klubs ''"apPasaule'''', Latvija 

The plan: March 26 – April 9, Uganda, 2000 km. The Nile, mountains, parks with 

gorillas and other beasts – will we manage everything? 

 

Getting ready for Rafting 

The previous evening we agreed with the guys from the company Nile River 

Explorers on white water rafting on the Nile rapids and the next morning they 

don’t let us sleep in. Since our friends’ suitcases with the appropriate clothes 

have not yet arrived, we hand out some T-shirts and shorts to them – they are 

welcome to all we have in our modest expedition arsenal, and so we are all 

dressed up for the water adventure. We are given helmets and vests, as well as 

humble breakfast and then we get on the organizers’ bus with the boats on the 

trailer and head for the starting point a dozen kilometres away. Some commotion 

on the river bank, and we are on the rafts. Our entire bunch plus one American 

fit in the same boat and a cheerful black guy who is our guide (he mentions that 

his major problem for today is that he has left his mzungo or white cream at 

home, so he is totally back now...;) gives us a briefing full of important details 

intermingled with jokes, during which we have to fall into the water a couple of 

times and once a huge boat is overturned right on our heads. This is done so 

that we understand immediately why we need the helmets. After a while, no one 

will have the slightest doubt about the need for helmets and vests in such an 

adventure... 

 

Forceful Rapids of the Nile 

All the jokes are instantly forgotten once we reach the first rapids and all of us do 

our best to remember the serious part of the briefing – how to sit, how to row, 

how to throw ourselves inside the boat at the word of command and eventually 

how to get back to the air and survive after the raft tips over for the first time 

and we are dragged into the white water of the Nile. After we resurface, it seems 

that each of us has swallowed over a litre of the river water. The rapids here at 

the upper reaches of the White Nile are quite hefty from a Latvian viewpoint – 

after we conquer the first ones, we get a feeling that we’ll be able to cross Venta 

Rapid in Kuldīga back home simple and easy. The farther, the merrier: one of the 

rapids is considered to be category 6, so our boats make a detour, because this 

challenge is probably thought to be too dangerous for the green rafters like us. 
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In total, we cross about ten such foaming river roller coasters, in three of which 

we roll over accompanied by Agnese’s shrieks and at the end we come to a 

conclusion that all this happens not without the help of our cheerful 

instructor...;) All of these rapids are probably considered 4 to 5+ on the local 

scale, and the ride is generally well-organized and seemingly safe – our “big 

boats” are accompanied by some 5-6 kayakers who pull us out of the water one 

by one when we get drawn by the waves in the rapids. It must be said that their 

help seems to come in very handy at some places from a purely critical point of 

view. One of the kayakers happens to be a photographer who, probably following 

a premade scenario, darts forward, settles on a stone and waits for us to tip over 

in order to take a shot of our startled facial expressions. 

 

Never Ending Rain 

When we reach some smaller rapid, we are simply offered to jump out of the 

boat and swim through the rapid. Since it is raining pretty heavily all the time, 

we do so with pleasure, because the water in the river is much warmer than the 

air and the rain up there in the boat. The prankster guide reassures us that 

during yesterday’s trip some mzungu (this is how they call palefaces here) 

disappeared, so we shouldn’t worry too much about the crocodiles, as they most 

likely had a good meal... As we are rafting along more peaceful places of the 

river, birds of different species and sizes appear before our eyes. The most 

impressive of them certainly is the handsome white-headed fish eagle whose 

pirouettes above the water are seen several times. Our boat stops by some small 

island where the trees are swarming with hefty bats hanging heads down. A 

couple of strikes with the paddle on the water, and they fly up like a black cloud 

and flap around us like crazy. 

 

We did it! 

After covering a total of about 25 km, we hit the beach, where a delicious lunch 

with crispy cold drinks is served for us under the coastal shelter. Full service, so 

to speak. And then we go back to the starting point where our vehicles are 

waiting for us and ride in the back of the truck along the rain-soaked clayey 

paths. At least once, we slide off the road with the entire boat trailer, but 

somehow the driver manages to get back on track, although it didn’t look 

promising at all. The locals seem to be really accustomed to these clayey roads 

and know how to deal with them. So our wet adventure comes to an end, and at 

least Mārtiņš, who has boated before in Latvia as well as in India, Nepal and 



some other places, will remember this white water activity on the Nile as a truly 

good event. His wife Agnese, who has been on such a large raft for the first time, 

has recovered from the initial shock from the rapids and is now smiling. It seems 

that the others also enjoyed the experience, so our first joint adventure has been 

a success! Even more so, during the rafting the participants of the 

biking expedition performed one of the tasks given to them by 

the Latvian schoolchildren and tasted the water from the 

Nile. Hell yeah! It seems that we’ll not drink anything at all for three days 

now...;) 

 

Suitcase Saga 

While soaking wet from the Nile water, Lauris manages to continue 

communication with KLM’s local office, which appears to be a tough nut to crack. 

It seems every time they get a call from us, the one who takes the phone has to 

be told about the problem with the delayed luggage all over again and begins to 

look for it and what has happened to it, and then makes a promise that the 

luggage will be sent where we want. When the Nile adventures are over, we have 

a panel discussion and decide that the jeep with all the passengers should go to 

the airport to deal with these know-nothings on the spot, but there is no need to 

take the bike there, so Mārtiņš and Agnese can spend the evening with Sabrina 

and Arthur. The Sunday evening trip to Entebbe Airport, located 60 km from 

Kampala on its other side, turns into yet another traffic nightmare for the jeep – 

about 3 hours alone are spent on the Kampala bypass road. And when the guys 

arrive at the KLM office in the airport, they come across a “happy message” – 

Your bags have been delivered to your originally specified hotel in the centre of 

Kampala! The service is just fantastic, nothing to add. Lauris and Indriķis who 

are lawyers already begin making plans for filing a suit against KLM – everyone 

feels so hosed...:( 

With a feeling of some distrust, the bunch goes to the hotel where they stayed 

the first night, and lo and behold – the bags and suitcases are just standing 

there. It’s so, so nice to finally get some clean underwear...;) So the jeep-goers 

decide to stay there overnight and arrange with Mārtiņš on the phone to meet up 

the next day somewhere on the way or at the Rwenzori Mountains National Park, 

because everyone feels that it not at all easy to stick together on the road – the 

speeds at which our vehicles can move forward in the Ugandan traffic are so very 

different. 

Rwenzori Mountains National Park 



On Monday afternoon, we reach the Rwenzori Mountains located around 350 

kilometres away. As agreed with the EU Delegation, we are going to visit a 

European project right at the foothill. The project aims at reforestation and 

environmentally friendly management in the region. So we stop by, discuss 

interesting things related to the local ecology and go on to the National Park 

office to settle permits for our mountain hike. Tonight, however, there is nothing 

to be done, so we hit the sack in the nearby mountain lodge, which is shown to 

us by a guide who seems to be allocated to our small group from the project. The 

guy flocks around us both today and the next days all the time, supposedly 

trying to help us. What amuses us is the fact that he doesn’t lose his style during 

the entire time he spends with us in this mountain village – his uniform consists 

of a jacket, a shirt, a tie and patent leather shoes. We would not be surprised if 

he followed us dressed like that on a hike...;) 

Early in the morning we go to the park office, which rather appears to be a 

tourism office, and the guys there intend to make big bucks on us – they offer 

park permits, rangers, porters and just about anything to make us open our 

wallets wide and pay more than 200 USD per day each. We are not pleased at all 

with these rules of the game, so we head for the entrance gate of the park. 

There we have a fruitful conversation with the guards of the park and find a way 

to pay 70 dollars each for making a two-day hiking permit, sleeping in a lodge up 

in the mountains and getting two rangers/guides armed with Kalashnikovs to 

accompany us. We put on our rather lightweight backpacks and set out. 

 

Hiking in the Rwenzori Mountains 

The Rwenzori Mountains Range consists of several impressive peaks, some of 

which are covered with snow. It includes Uganda’s highest Margherita Peak, 

which exceeds 5,000 metres above sea level. This is definitely a place for 

planning a variety of beautiful, week-long mountain hikes, with conquering the 

peaks, but since we are time-constraint, we’ll have to do with two days only. As 

part of our hike, we climb 1,200 metres of the height to a mountain lake located 

2900 metres above sea and then we are guided down along a different road. So 

we go up and down across the ridges and cover around 50 km in total. Not too 

much, but just enough for this week full of events. Besides, the legs get some 

nice exercise. 

In the afternoon of the first day we get hit by an impressive mountain downpour 

with thunder and lightning, so we reach the lodge almost drenched to the skin. 

Luckily, our sleeping bags and shift of clothes have been spared from the rain. 



After the abundant dinner made by us from avocados which are riper than ripe, 

we are treated to some tea from our guides that was boiled under a rock 

overhang, and we enjoy it in the evening sun rays. This adventure has been 

small, but nice...;) For Agnese, this is the first mountain hiking experience, but it 

looks like she enjoys it and her legs are keeping her up, so we can take her on 

our next mountain tours. In turn, Andžs has raised a small blister on his ankle 

with the wet boots, which seemingly doesn’t require much attention at the 

moment. But, alas, he will mention this blister over and over again in the next 

weeks of the journey... 

 

Queen Elizabeth National Park 

The next stopping point on our route is Queen Elizabeth National Park, extending 

from Lake George to Lake Edward and remarkable for its tree-climbing lions and 

other animals as well. We spend the night in a hotel at the shore of the Kazinga 

Channel – this channel connects the two lakes and also abounds with various 

animals. After dinner, Mārtiņš and Agnese want to take several steps away from 

the guest house towards the dark edge of the channel, and a frightened guard 

with a gun and a strong portable light holds them back and explains to them that 

it would be absolutely life-threatening. The next day, we realize that the guard 

was totally right, because just next to the hotel we meet water buffalos, wart 

pigs and hyenas, and even hippos at the water’s edge. Who knows how big is the 

chance to get close to these animals at night without noticing and how such an 

encounter can turn out... 

 

Sunrise in the Company of Animals 

Early in the morning, before sunrise, all seven of us squeeze into our jeep, which 

has two extra spaces in the boot, and go for a tour around this park. The sunrise 

undoubtedly makes this morning in the savannah unforgettable for us from a 

scenic point of view, not to mention other things. When, a couple of metres 

before us, we come across a mighty elephant family, waking up gradually and 

heading for Lake George to drink some water and wash their trunks, we are truly 

delighted about being so close to African nature. Other animals also wake up. As 

far as we can see, this place abounds with several species and sizes of antelopes, 

which seem to be an essential food source for the whole world of predators. Here 

and there, we catch a glance of hefty water buffalos, which hold together in large 

flocks. We also come across a few wart pig families and a stray hyena. This 

whole picture is adorned with dozens of different birds, big and small, each in its 



glory. Interestingly enough, Mārtiņš, who was an ornithologist in his childhood, is 

unable to identify them and determine their species without a reference book. 

 

Smiling hippo 

The tree-climbing lions are not seen around, but the highlight of our tour this 

morning is several hippos that are enjoying their mud bath on the roadside to 

escape from the heat. Being so heavy, these animals are some of the most 

dangerous inhabitants of the park, because no matter how clumsy they may look 

like, they can run very fast, if necessary, and they are especially agile in the 

water. God forbid finding oneself on their retreat route from the land to the 

water, which is their safest refuge. One representative of the hippo family 

stretches in our honour, rolls over and sluggishly makes a couple of circular 

motions around the mud puddle in search of a more comfortable place for his 

“daily routine”. This friend flashes a wide smile at us or rather a big yawn, fully 

demonstrating its huge jaws and rare teeth, implying involuntarily – I am a 

peaceful guy, but you’d better not disturb me. Once we arrive at the shore of 

Lake George, where there is also a local fishing village, we spot another bunch of 

hippos splashing in the water, and it becomes clear that we should probably 

forget about swimming here. 

We move forward along the dirt trail through the same park, meeting one or two 

elephants and groups of the local marauding roadside baboons, and head south 

towards Bwindi Park, where we the most special Ugandan adventure that we 

have previously arranged is in store for us... 

To be continued. 
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